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WenLambo’s White Paper
Original date of publication 07/05/2021
Date of update 13/05/2021
Reason for update is that we have noticed that the bot
sales are affecting our liquidity and in turn allowing the
value to drop. The only way we can counter this is to
increase the TAX to 10% like many other coins are
Date of update 19/05/2021
Reason for update: removed quote about Bitcoin 2.0 as
not relevant to the point.
Date of update 26/05/2021
Reason for update: Changed fees section to sit in line
with exchange requirements.
This document is not a solicitation of investment and does
not in any way refer to an offer of securities in any jurisdiction.
This document describes the sale of WenLambo Tokens.
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Legal
The following document presents information given for discussion
purposes; this White Paper does not represent investment advice
of any kind. For any advice, please consult a qualified independent
financial advisor. Furthermore, this white paper does not constitute
an offer to sell other shares or securities, nor does it form a
solicitation to buy shares or securities.
The information provided within this document is not intended
to influence any investment decision. WenLambo encourages all
readers to seek appropriate and professional advice to inform
themselves of the potential risk and tax implications that could
arise from investing.
For each amendment we make to this White Paper, we will provide
justification for the change. Updated versions of the White Paper
(as indicated by consecutive edition numbers) may contain
information which may override, clarify or contradict previous
editions, in which case the latest version should be considered the
most accurate and up to date. Because of this, versions which are
found outside of the official WenLambo website may contain
out-of-date or inaccurate information. The most up-to-date version
of the white paper can be located online at WenLambo.finance
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Introduction
WenLambo is an evolving project, this project surrounds an
ever-changing market environment, so amendments will be made
periodically to best reflect current events. We would advise you to
review this document whenever we post updates.
Wenlambo is an idea devised by individuals with elite knowledge in
the Finance Industry with years of experience investing and planning
strategic projects with huge projections. Just like a lot of people, we all
dream of owning a Lamborghini, and one day, here at WenLambo we
believe we can make this possible. Within a few months we have already
made the impossible possible, we officially launched April 26th 2021,
completing our Pre-sale order which sold under 2 hours with a hard
market cap of 80 BNB.
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What is WenLambo?
Wenlambo is a deflationary token which uses smart contracts on
the Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20), peer-to-peer technology is
used for facilitating instant payment in digital value (crypto), DeFi
uses a layered architecture and highly reliable building blocks.
Our expectation is that members will hold their tokens during
the time allowing price to increase, for this reason we have implemented
a transaction fee of 10%. Devised within this
transaction fee, 4% will be distributed evenly between
all holders, another 4% will go towards our quarterly charity donations.
The remainder of tokens from the tax will be burnt, thus reducing the
global supply.
The team believes firmly in rewarding our participants, we want to make
sure all holders, regardless of how long they have been with us, can take
part in rewards we offer, as well as all having an equal chance of standing
out within our ever-growing community. We plan to hold weekly
giveaways to enable as many holders as possible to win huge rewards,
from tokens to days out including track days where you will have the
opportunity to drive a Lamborghini.
As goes for all projects of this nature, we are nothing without our evergrowing and passionate community, and so we will strive to ensure that
all voices are heard equally regardless of your token count.
LP locked for 183 days.:
http://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?
id=0&add=0x0A8543f74bb324DD32E8BCB7063E317aD0A015Bc&type=l
plock&chain=BSC
Open within DApps via Trust Wallet.
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Token information and supply
Deflationary Supply
As mentioned before, the token is deflationary, we have aimed for a
minimum of One Trillion tokens daily with even more on special events,
the more we burn the more your $WenLambo is worth. Each time you
buy or sell $Wenlambo you are aiding further burning through the LP
tokens held by the deadcoin burn wallet.
The total number burnt will be updated daily and transparent to the
community identifying the current circulation of $WenLambo.
Address for dead wallet:
0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead
Token information:
https://bscscan.com/token/
0xd8a31016cd7da048ca21ffe04256c6d08c3a2251
Initial supply: 100,000,000,000,000
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Fees
$WENLAMBO fees are set to 10% for each transaction, selling
or buying, this is used to aid our charity support.
Those fees are divided into three which are used for different
reasons: 4% will be collected in a wallet for quarterly
donations, 4% will be divided by all stakeholders and 2% will
be burned.
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Marketing Strategies
NFT (Non-fungible-token) is a unit of data stored on a digital
ledger, called a blockchain, that certifies a digital asset to be
unique and therefore not interchangeable. NFTs can be used to
represent items such as photos, videos, audio, and other types of
digital files. Access to any copy of the original file, however, is not
restricted to the buyer of the NFT. While copies of these digital
items are available for anyone to obtain, NFTs are tracked on
blockchains to provide the owner with a proof of ownership that
is separate from copyright.
The NFT market has seen rapid growth recently with its value
tripling to $250 million in 2020. In the first three months of 2021
alone, more than $200 million was spent on NFTs. The economic
momentum NFTs have in the Crypto Market has exploded because
of a trend towards digital collectibles. NFTs are also accelerating
a larger trend of digital economic innovation as the public is
increasingly favouring a crypto economy.
This is a huge market for artist which allows to sell a personalized
and unique token for their fan and is protected by digital
copyright.
We plan to create our own line of NFTs, celebrating modern
culture whilst also addressing pertinent sociological issues.
Further down the line we aim to create our own WenLambo
marketplace in which artists can sell their own NFTs to enthusiasts,
who in turn will also be able to trade and sell pieces of their
collection, all using escrow and the WenLambo currency.
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Charity Support
On a quarterly basis we will be donating 33% of the fees collected
to charitable causes. In pursuit of absolute transparency, the
decision on which charities we donate to will be determined
by public vote in our online communities. This will apply to all
donations and charity work performed by $WenLambo, barring
our first donation, which will be focussed on child abuse and
sexual health.
We welcome friendly discussion in all of our communities,
especially discussion regarding how we can best benefit the world
around us.
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